The Senate was called to order by the President, and the roll was called, and in an instructive as well as entertaining manner to place Chicago's debating interest on a sound basis. A large number of leaders are being offered by Chicago authorities to induce students to enter the debating contests. Preparations have been made to give the successful student in each one of the twelve undergraduate classes, his tuition for a quarter, $40. These twelve departments consist of the first two years of junior college, and six in the upper two years or senior college. The six junior representatives met the six senior representatives individually for prizes of $50 each. For the graduate college and the university, an establishment of the student body was of special interest to athletics. In the only first contest was every division represented; and since then there has been an increase in the number of the University and school in the debate and the date was made by the George H. Ford Company of New Haven. As there was not enough information on these obtainable it was necessary to make a drawing from one of the hosts on exhibition at the Yale Art School.

The debate was decided two for the negative. The subject being discussed was "The Farmer and the Wheel," which was treated without prejudice, and principally from a lawyer's point of view, the Code of Iowa forming the documents 30 years of the well-known song, "The Bridge." Mr. Turner gave an extract from "A Dreamer's Key in Haynes. The reason being true to the spirit of the oration, and deserves much praise.

The foreman gave an extract from recent articles of interest to lawyers, one very interesting one being on "Boulevard at the Bar." Mr. Piersol's solo was most pleasing and being encored he lent the depth and purity of his voice to the pathos of the well-known song, "The Bridge." Mr. Turner gave an extract from "A Dreamer's Key in Haynes. The reason being true to the spirit of the oration, and deserves much praise.

The foreman gave an extract from recent articles of interest to lawyers, one very interesting one being on "Boulevard at the Bar." Mr. Piersol's solo was most pleasing and being encored he lent the depth and purity of his voice to the pathos of the well-known song, "The Bridge." Mr. Turner gave an extract from "A Dreamer's Key in Haynes. The reason being true to the spirit of the oration, and deserves much praise.

In this same contest the fact was shown that when the alarm is given the student body is of special interest to athletics. In the only first contest was every division represented; and since then there has been an increase in the number of the University and school in the debate and the date was made by the George H. Ford Company of New Haven. As there was not enough information on these obtainable it was necessary to make a drawing from one of the hosts on exhibition at the Yale Art School.

The debate was decided two for the negative. The subject being discussed was "The Farmer and the Wheel," which was treated without prejudice, and principally from a lawyer's point of view, the Code of Iowa forming the documents being often quoted. Mr. Dilley's talk was excellent, but showed some knowledge of current affairs.

Massie Parker, a non-Hepzibah type of a junior of 20 years standing, gave an eloquent speech in South Hall, Saturday evening, on the subject of "The fall of political ambition, and the entertainment more than merited the attendance. Miss Parker is an accomplished elocutionist. She possesses an excellent voice and an air of ease and naturalness rarely found.

The program consisted of both humorous and pathetic selections. To other style the speaker seemed equally well adapted. At intervals the program was varied by some choice selections of music and throughout the evening the audience was well entertained. The Heps are to be congratulated on their special program.

Old Gold.

Old Gold is a popular color among American colleges, though as far as we have been able to discover, no institution of high learning has used it in a more sunny manner than the Old Gold does. Knox College, Kansas Wesleyan and Denison Christian College, Menom, Ind., display old gold beside the purple, while the University of Texas uses a very light gold and white. Chicago University, Orangeburg, S. C., and Simpson College, use old gold and red, while the University of Minnesota calls it red maroon and Williams College calls it cardinal. Gold is also used to a considerable extent being displayed singly by Beloit College, and combined by other colleges by use less than twenty colleges and universities.

Colombia will meet Brown in track this spring, and will already have a hundred students on exhibition at the University's field. On May 23, Mr. Pere, who coaches Harvard's track for Washington and Lee in Richmond at Princeton on May 23.
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Massie Parker, a non-Hepzibah type of a junior of 20 years standing, gave an eloquent speech in South Hall, Saturday evening, on the subject of "The fall of political ambition, and the entertainment more than merited the attendance. Miss Parker is an accomplished elocutionist. She possesses an excellent voice and an air of ease and naturalness rarely found.

The program consisted of both humorous and pathetic selections. To other style the speaker seemed equally well adapted. At intervals the program was varied by some choice selections of music and throughout the evening the audience was well entertained. The Heps are to be congratulated on their special program.

Old Gold.

Old Gold is a popular color among American colleges, though as far as we have been able to discover, no institution of high learning has used it in a more sunny manner than the Old Gold does. Knox College, Kansas Wesleyan and Denison Christian College, Menom, Ind., display old gold beside the purple, while the University of Texas uses a very light gold and white. Chicago University, Orangeburg, S. C., and Simpson College, use old gold and red, while the University of Minnesota calls it red maroon and Williams College calls it cardinal. Gold is also used to a considerable extent being displayed singly by Beloit College, and combined by other colleges by use less than twenty colleges and universities.
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Debating Prizes.

In many of the eastern schools prizes of considerable value are annually offered to encourage the spirit of debating. Chicago realized her deficiency in this line and has prizes to the amount of thirteen hundred dollars a year. Undoubtedly these inducements will act as a great incentive for more earnest work in the forensic contests.

The Normal Fire struck the truth when it said in a recent issue that the secret of S. U.'s great success in debating was the intense interest taken in the subject. It may be that financial considerations often great inducements to many, yet the interest could not be any keener than in a school where there is such a rivalry between the contestants on the preliminaries.

This rivalry stimulates the participants to put forth their utmost efforts to win the fullest development of the man and consequent victory for the school; a result hardly to be obtained by mere money inducements.

A Wrong Conclusion.

Several of our exchanges have commented editorially upon the recent trouble with "the Sophoneres and Freshmen of S. U." And while they regret the unfortunate affair at our sister school, they feel it is an opportune time to sermonize upon class scrapes and college rows in general.

We fully agree that these scrapes can and often are carried too far, and that the Faculty is responsible for the maintenance of peace and order; yet we see with surprise the evident lack of information, or rather the presence of misinformation, at some of our neighboring institutions, which take occasion to pride themselves upon the fact that they have no such intense society feeling and class hatred and enmity as exists at S. U.

Nothing could be further from the facts, for class spirit is almost to a lamentable degree, at the University of Iowa. It is often said, and we believe with verity, that it would be better were the inter-class interest stronger.

The enthusiasm at our inter-class field meets is in no way to be compared with that of our rural schools, and it is obvious that more strenuous efforts would be put forth to win honors on the track were this different.

The freshman banquet is about the only occasion that calls forth class interest at all, and our "friends" are using false premises when they draw the conclusion that our recent trouble was due to intense class rivalry and ill feeling.

Sovereigns for Ecarteur that Lasted Mears.

As necessary it will surely destroy the base of smell and thereby through the whole system when entering in the subject. May it be that financial considerations often great inducements to many, yet the interest could not be any keener than in a school where there is such a rivalry between the contestants on the preliminaries.
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Dr. W. S. HOSFORD, Dentist.
Office hours 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. and 2 to 5 P. M.
East Clinton St.
Newbery Building.

L. W. DEAN, M. D.
Office hours 9 to 12 and 1 to 5 P. M.
182 Clinton St.

Joseph Gilling's STEEL PENS.
GOLD MEDAL, BOSTON EXHIBITION, 1899.
and Extra Fancy, the MOST PERFECT PENS.

Hawkeye Job Office.
J. H. KEPPERS, Proprietor.
160 S. Delaware St.

Cooper & Co.
Are Located at
18½ Clinton St.
We make nothing but the Finest Work at Reasonable Prices. Second Price.

Deer Dyed Works,
177 East Ave.
CLEANING AND DYEING.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Robert L. KAWELL, M. D., B. S.

First National Bank
Iowa City, Iowa.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
SURPLUS, $20,500.00.

Peter A. Dey, Geo. W. Hall, Mrs. K. F. Penrose.
A. G. Newton, W. J. Brown, C. B. Wiltse, C. B.

KENT COLLEGE OF LAW
604 E. 2nd St.

E. Davis, M. D.
Office hours 9 to 12 and 1 to 5 P. M.

WERTS MAKES PHOTOS.
GOOD PHOTOS.
His Photos are the best at the best and present show.
22 Clinton Street.

University Book Store.
219 Main Sr.

Always Bright!
Search Light
We Buy Every Where.
For Sale Everywhere.
Bridgewater Brass Co.
Bridgewater, Conn.

New Livery Stable
At 21 South Davenport Street you can get the best Tack, Saddle and Stable goods at the lowest rates.

Dave Reese & Co., Proprietors.

Always Bright!

F. F. Kitenmeier.

LeBaron H. WELMAN, Clerk, Horn with the City Wood Men or at No. 24, 410 Church Street.

Joseph Gilling's Steel Pens.
Gold Medal, Boston Exhibition, 1899, and the Chicago Exhibition, 1893.

Hawkeye.
Job Office.
John J. Keppers, Proprietor.
160 S. Delaware St.

Cooper & Co.,
Are Located at
18½ Clinton St.
We make nothing but the Finest Work at Reasonable Prices. Second Price.

Only Six Hours.
From Clinton.
GUNTHER'S FAMOUS CANDY
in constantly received fresh from Excess and is sold at Chicago prices.

Mr. J. H. WILLIAMS, Proprietor.

The Politics.

Fancy Fine Work, 1st Washington St.
Remember we make not of all kinds; also frames to order on short notice. -Lincolne.
See Slavate for winter suits.
Special clearing prices on odd parts at Bloom & Mayer's.

Fined stationery, school and library supplies, at Louis & Trevor's Pharmacy.

Call and see the new neckwear just received - Bloom & Mayer.

Dancing school and assembly every Saturday night at the armory.

Miss HAZUMO, St. James Hotel.

New styles in spring hats arriving daily-Bloom & Mayer.

Genuine bargains in overcoats. See what we are offering for $8.00--Coast & Emery.

At Mrs. T. E. Jennings for students' Laundry. All goods called for and returned promptly with full name stamped on goods to avoid any mistake—219 N. Gilbert St.

For fine watch repairing call on John Hands, the jeweler, 21 Clinton St.

We are showing some special values in Spring hats at $1.50 and $1.88—Coast & Emery.

Don't forget that Linamente has the best selected line of mouldings for pictures frames in the city.

$ for 25.
Six shutes for $1. at Whittacre's barber shop, five doors south of P. O.

See our show window for clearing prices on odd parts-Bloom & Mayer.

We make a specialty of a fine catal

picture. Rest of stock used, and an article finished at a moderate price—Linamente, No. 11 Delaware St.

Hotel, Proprietor.
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